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Periodization is a practical necessity as an aid to reading and study, but the forms of
periodization that we have become accustomed to need to be constantly challenged so
that they do not become part of the history to which they refer.
(Derek Pearsall)1
The modern history of Tudor literature begins (it might be argued) in 1987, with
John Pitcher’s essay on ‘Tudor Literature, 1485–1603’ for The Oxford Illustrated
History of English Literature.2 This is not an essay that many people seem to have
read, but I think it is the first time that this particular formulation was used in
the title of an essay devoted to what is evidently meant to be understood as a
literary period. It may surprise some readers to learn that the phrase ‘Tudor
literature’ has been used relatively rarely in the titles of essays and books; I count
about a dozen in the electronic archives of the MLA. It is not, then, to use the
language of the modern corporate academy, a ‘brand’.
It may seem vulgar to use such a term in the context of the sequence of
scholarly and critical essays on Tudor literature that make up the present
volume; but the charge may be countered by the observation that this collection
has a particular importance in bringing the term ‘Tudor literature’ to a much
wider readership than the only other such volume with that phrase in its title:
The Anatomy of Tudor Literature (2001).3 This was a set of seventeen essays repre-
senting the proceedings of the First International Conference of the Tudor
Symposium in 1998, and it was aimed — and marketed — at a readership of
early modernists. But the present volume has its place in a distinguished series
that takes the whole of English studies as its remit, and the title Tudor Literature
will stand on the shelf between volumes devoted to Science Fiction and Literature
and Religion. As such, it is an important advance in ‘establishing the brand’, or,
to use a more polite expression, in making other scholars and students of English
literature — and the bodies that fund them — aware that there is indeed such
a thing as ‘Tudor literature’.
1 Derek Pearsall, ‘Introduction’, Chaucer to Spenser: An Anthology of Writings in English, 1375–1575, ed. by Pearsall
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1999), pp. xv–xviii (p. xv).
2 See John Pitcher, ‘Tudor Literature, 1485–1603’, in The Oxford Illustrated History of English Literature, ed. by
Pat Rogers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 59–111.
3 See The Anatomy of Tudor Literature: Proceedings of the First International Conference of the Tudor Symposium (1998),
ed. by Mike Pincombe (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001).
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By the time this collection of essays is ready to read, two other volumes with
the phrase ‘Tudor literature’ proudly emblazoned in their titles will be in press:
The Blackwell Companion to Tudor Literature, 1485–1603, under the editorship of
Kent Cartwright; and The Oxford Handbook of Tudor Literature, 1485–1603, edited
by Cathy Shrank and myself. So by 2010 there should be no doubt that Tudor
literature will have ‘arrived’. If we compare these titles to that of the earlier but
equivalent volume in the Cambridge Companion series, we will note a marked
difference. Arthur F. Kinney edited a collection of essays on what this volume
calls ‘Tudor Literature’ as The Cambridge Companion to English Literature,
1500–1600.4 That was in 2000; but it may be that we are now witnessing the early
stages of a paradigm shift in the way we conceive of this period (if such it is) of
English literature.
But what exactly is ‘Tudor literature’? To put it another way: What is the
‘Tudorness of Tudor literature’? This was the theme of the 1998 Tudor
Symposium. As it happened, none of the speakers actually addressed this
question. People spoke on topics they were interested in and wanted to share
with their colleagues — and that is how it should be, of course. But the fact
remains that ‘Tudorists’ (a term borrowed from the historians) do not have a
very clear, or, at least, explicit idea of what makes ‘Tudor’ literature different
from other kinds of literature, most importantly, the sort of literature that was
being produced in the periods immediately before and immediately after.5
This seems to me a real problem when it comes to the crucial question of
periodization. If Tudorists do not have a relatively straightforward notion of
when ‘Tudor literature’ begins and ends, they will be less well able to resist the
encroachments of their neighbours, especially those who occupy the far more
populous — and popular? — period that follows on from their own. It is true
that the last hundred years or so has seen a good deal of confusion as to how
we should classify English literature between 1500 and 1700: the term ‘Tudor’
jostles and is jostled by a crowd of others, such as ‘Henrician’, ‘Elizabethan’,
‘Jacobean’, ‘late medieval’, ‘early modern’, ‘Renaissance’, ‘Reformation’. But as
a relatively new term, it is at a disadvantage in the fierce competition for
increasingly scarce academic resources — and that is a problem everyone will
understand.
2 Introduction: New Lamps for Old?
4 See The Cambridge Companion to English Literature, 1500–1600, ed. by Arthur F. Kinney (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000).
5 The word ‘Tudorist’ is still a neologism amongst historians too. The earliest reference I can find in a schol-
arly article is in G. L. Harriss’s “Theory and Practice in Royal Taxation”, English Historical Review, 17 (1982),
811–819, where the ‘medievalist’ is opposed to the ‘Tudorist’ (p. 819). But the term seems fairly common, to
judge from internet usage, as a half-humorous self-identification amongst schoolteachers. The concept of
naming literary periods after monarchs or dynasties is peculiarly English, and it would be interesting to know
when and in what order the various identifications took place — but that is beyond the scope of these brief
remarks.
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The question of periodization is a very difficult issue for Tudorists. Looking
back to the former age of ‘English literature, 1500–1600’, we note that one of
the contributors to the present volume, Colin Burrow, also provided the
Cambridge Companion with an introductory essay on ‘The Sixteenth Century’.
There he observed: ‘The sixteenth century is particularly unobliging in its
relation to the calendar.’6 He is talking about political and cultural history; but
the same is true of literature as well. Burrow goes on to suggest one or two book-
historical termini that might fit the period 1500–1600: ‘1476, the introduction of
printing into England’ and the ‘1616 first Folio of Ben Jonson’s Workes’.7 But the
fact that he also considers the Shakespearean First Folio of 1623 and even the
1645 edition of Milton’s poems indicates that he himself is not fully convinced
of his own scheme. It is, indeed, the latter end of the ‘Tudor period’ that is
particularly problematical; and one can almost feel the powerful attraction of
the great canon of ‘Renaissance literature’ pulling Burrow inexorably into the
seventeenth century.
It is at this point that the modestly triumphalist note of this essay may be
allowed to falter for a moment. The idea of a literary period called ‘The
Renaissance’ which stretches from about 1580 to 1640 is so firmly entrenched in
the undergraduate syllabus that the idea of ‘Tudor literature’ may never be able
to find a foothold in university departments of English. A few years ago I
conducted a survey of syllabuses in British universities which revealed that the
key descriptor used in titles of courses that might include the work of Tudor
writers was (not surprisingly) ‘Renaissance’, and that there were two basic types
of course according to the period they claimed to cover. Both types tended to
finish around 1640; but that is not the interesting end of the Renaissance period
as far as Tudorists are concerned. More importantly, Type A started around 1500
and Type B started rather later, from 1550, or 1570, or 1580. However, really they
all started in earnest around 1580, and even Type A courses only briefly touched
on one or two pre-1580 texts — typically Sir Thomas More’s Utopia and Wyatt’s
sonnets — before settling down with relief to the really important Renaissance
writers such as Spenser and Sidney, and then Burrow’s Jonson, Shakespeare,
Milton.8
I suspect that this situation is not open to easy alteration, or, at least, that as
long as university syllabuses promulgate the idea of ‘The Renaissance’, there
will be little room for Tudor literature before 1580 in courses designed to cover
this period. Rightly or wrongly, there is a view that 1580–1640 constitutes a
mike pincombe 3
6 Colin Burrow, ‘The Sixteenth Century’, in Cambridge Companion, pp. 11–28 (p. 11).
7 Burrow, ‘Sixteenth Century’, p. 25.
8 See Mike Pincombe, ‘Lost Horizons: C. S. Lewis and the Disappearance of Sixteenth-Century English
Literature’, in The Legacy of History: English and American Studies and the Significance of the Past, ed. by Teresa Bela
and Zygmunt Mazur (Kraków: Jagiellonian University Press, 2003), i, 171–85 (p. 176).
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‘Golden Age’ of English literature, a sort of ‘classical period’ in poetry and espe-
cially in drama (‘The Age of Shakespeare’). There is so much to be covered
between Marlowe and Milton that little is left over for the period between
Marlowe and Malory. The invention of the term ‘early modern’ will not, I think,
make any difference to this basic situation. This term has begun to oust
‘Renaissance’ as a period label in the titles of books and articles, but under-
graduate period courses are monumentally conservative and this new term still
has to make its mark on the way the syllabus is represented to the scholars of
tomorrow.
Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest that the ‘early modern’ centre of
gravity is even later than that of ‘The Renaissance’. In their influential MLA-
sponsored guide to ‘the transformation of English and American literary
studies’, Redrawing the Boundaries (1992), Stephen Greenblatt and Giles Gunn give
‘Renaissance’ and ‘early modern’ as rival terms for a chapter (by Leah Marcus)
that is almost entirely seventeenth-century in its emphasis, with discussion of
‘The Tribe of Ben’, Elizabeth I, Mary Wroth, Elizabeth Carey, the Stuart court
masque, London lord mayor’s shows, the Levellers, John Donne, the Cavaliers,
William Shakespeare, and John Milton. And Greenblatt and Gunn themselves
concede that ‘early modern studies encompasses much of what we have here
isolated as seventeenth-century studies’.9 Not much room for Tudor literature
here, then.
The dominant position of the Renaissance within the larger period covered
by early modern studies may turn out to be an insuperable obstacle to the
establishment of Tudor literature as a period in its own right, at least, if it is
intended to cover the period between 1485 and 1603. The very concept of the
‘early modern’ may serve to close down the possibility of a radical restructuring
of the periods around the 1580 watershed. One could imagine a situation in
which Tudor literature was detached entirely from Renaissance literature and
made part of a ‘long fifteenth century’, that is, by presenting it as the second
half of a period we might designate ‘late medieval’. Indeed, there is already an
anthology to cover the area: Derek Pearsall’s Chaucer to Spenser: An Anthology of
Writings in English, 1375–1575 (1999). Presumably this anthology, which is still in
print, must be serving the needs of medieval courses in universities across the
world; but it seems extremely unlikely that it will ever really take over the stew-
ardship of a specifically pre-1580 Tudor literature.
For — and this is the crucial issue — how many Tudorists would willingly
allow themselves to be described as ‘late medievalists’? Very few, I suspect.
Almost all of them would much rather think of themselves as ‘early modernists’
4 Introduction: New Lamps for Old?
9 Stephen Greenblatt and Giles Gunn, Redrawing the Boundaries: The Transformation of English and American
Literary Studies (New York: Modern Language Association of America, 1992), p. 9.
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if they had to make a choice of declaring allegiance to one or other of these two
great divisions on either side of the watershed between ‘medieval’ and ‘modern’.
If Tudorists continue to regard themselves as early modernists, then it is the last
two decades of the sixteenth century that they have to share with their ‘later’
early modern colleagues, whom, at least as far as the university syllabus is
concerned, we may still call ‘Renaissance specialists’. For the Renaissance
specialist, pre-1580 literature is not of interest, not really ‘Renaissance literature’
(whatever maybe said to the contrary). It is ‘not my period’ — unless the catch-
all phrase ‘early modern’ is invoked to permit the authors and texts of the first
three-quarters of the sixteenth century a humble lodging just outside the city
walls of the canon of Renaissance literature.10
Tudorists have generally accepted this situation by emphasizing the continu-
ities between pre- and post-1580 texts and authors, so that the former might
be reconstituted as ‘early Renaissance literature’. This is attractive because it
means that Tudorists can still make a powerful claim to be early modernists, even
if it does require a certain degree of vexatious subordination to the mainly
seventeenth-century Renaissance specialist. The aim here would be to fill in the
gaps between More and Sidney and produce a Type A Renaissance course
where the 1580 watershed would finally be dissolved. The alternative would be
to argue that Tudor literature is, in effect, ‘very late medieval literature’, and to
accept the 1580 watershed as the epochal moment around which the division
between ‘late medieval’ and ‘early modern’ is constructed. But this is an option
that is less appealing on account of the vertigo that most Tudorists feel when
they look over their shoulder to what is for the generality of early modernists
— including Tudorists — the dark backward and abysm of the fifteenth
century.
Another problem with this ‘late medieval’ model is that ‘real’ late medieval-
ists have their own ideas about where the medieval period ends, which is gener-
ally rather earlier than the 1580 watershed. For example, Pearsall’s anthology
devotes only one-eighth of its pages to the final one-quarter of its span from
1530 to 1580. Likewise, only More and Wyatt appear as Tudor topics in Pearsall’s
companion volume to the anthology called Chaucer to Spenser: A Critical Reader
(1999). Is it significant, I wonder, that these should also be the two writers who
have traditionally constituted the distant and minuscule skerry of ‘early Tudor’
authors off the post-1580 mainland in the Type A Renaissance course in British
mike pincombe 5
10 I exaggerate, of course. There are signs of change, for example, in the new Cambridge History of Early Modern
English Literature, ed. by David Loewenstein and Janel Mueller (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).
The term ‘early modern’ has been referred to ‘Renaissance’ specifically to make room for the texts of ‘the
middle decades of the sixteenth century’ to be appreciated as ‘a notable period of literary culture in its own
right’ (p. 5). The ‘Tudor era’ in this account goes up to 1558, however, rather than to 1580, with the effect of
an unfortunate ‘squeeze’ on early Elizabethan writers (George Gascoigne gets fewer mentions than Stephen
Gardiner).
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universities? Are they really the end of one period rather than the beginning of
another?11
In fact, we should probably regard 1530 (or thereabouts) as another water-
shed, though of a different kind. The 1580 watershed is not exactly an histori-
cal accident, but it does seem to be the case that its obstinate survival in the face
of good arguments for its dissolution is largely due to the inertia of the under-
graduate syllabus (and the people — nostra culpa — who teach it). But the
tendency amongst Tudorists to see a clear and gradual line of development in
the course of English literature from the middle to the end of the sixteenth
century is based on a genuine intuition of the truth. Even C. S. Lewis, in his
contribution to the old Oxford History of English Literature, English Literature in
the Sixteenth Century, Excluding Drama (1954), made it clear that the division between
what he called ‘Golden Literature’ and that which came before was not entirely
clear-cut.12 Rather, he was dazzled by the emergence of a constellation of bright
stars; but we, thanks mainly to our greater knowledge of the vast literary space
opened up by Early English Books Online, can see that there is a great deal of conti-
nuity in style and quality in the work of the lesser luminaries of the period, who
until recently were unseen and unread.
However, although the 1580 watershed may not be as pronounced as we have
usually considered it to be, it is possible that the 1530 watershed, which until now
has always been less of an issue in the general scheme of early modern peri-
odization, will turn out to be even more imposing than we have thought. James
Simpson, in the second volume of the new Oxford English Literary History,
devoted to the years between 1350 and 1547 and titled Reform and Cultural
Revolution (2002), makes a forceful argument — somewhat against the grain, as
he ruefully admits in his ‘envoy’ — that ‘despite the many connections between
“medieval” and “early modern” culture, there are [. . .] very significant changes
of cultural practice in the first half of the sixteenth century’.13
For Simpson, there is a real break around the 1530s and 1540s; and one of his
most important conclusions is that the revolutionary period was programmati-
cally generocidal:
Some kinds of writing (i.e. elegy; romance; hagiography) survived the abrupt changes
of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, though in markedly more controlled
forms. Some authors (especially Chaucer) survived, though in politically or theologically
6 Introduction: New Lamps for Old?
11 Surely, one feels, Pearsall could have found a decent essay on English literature, 1530–1580, as, for example,
David T. Bradford’s ‘Mirrors of Mutability: Winter Landscapes in Tudor Poetry’, English Literary Renaissance,
4 (1974), 3–39. The absence of Spenser is rather startling.
12 He allows a ‘transitional’ element in his discussion of mid-century prose, for example. But on the whole
he prefers the dramatic sense of the ‘startling suddenness’ of the advent of ‘Golden’ literature. See C. S. Lewis,
English Literature of the Sixteenth Century, Excluding Drama (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1954), p. 1
13 James Simpson, Reform and Cultural Revolution, The Oxford English Literary History, ii: 1350–1547 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 558.
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corrected forms. Most of the literary traditions discussed in this book did not, however,
survive: ‘Aristotelian’ politics; Langlandian ecclesiology; a feminine visionary mode;
para-biblical invention: some of these became difficult after the 1410s, and each impos-
sible after the 1530s. Given its strong institutional base, guild-produced religious drama
survived the 1530s, but was abolished in favour of a London-based, carefully secular,
professional theatre by the 1570s.14
Genre-death on such a scale would spell a catastrophic disruption of the literary
system — the equivalent of the extinction of the dinosaurs and the rise of the
mammals. Indeed, Simpson himself has just invited the evolutionary compari-
son when he refers to his emphasis on the ‘sudden repressions of evolving
traditions’.
Here one is forcibly reminded of a passage from Franco Moretti’s well-known
essay ‘On Literary Evolution’:
‘The history of the earth’, wrote the geologist Derek Ager, ‘is like the life of a soldier:
long periods of boredom and short periods of terror.’ Long periods of boredom and
short periods of terror: doesn’t this image apply to literary history as well?15
By Simpson’s account, the revolutionary period does not end with his allotted
time span: ‘the death of Henry VIII in 1547 marked the beginning of a vertig-
inously volatile period of cultural change’.16 Thus the reign of (r)evolutionary
terror continues for a here unspecified duration beyond the volume.
I would want to argue that ‘Tudor literature’ is exactly this short period of
terror in between two longer movements of relatively slow change: the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance. Moretti also uses the evolutionary scientist Stephen
Jay Gould’s idea of ‘punctuated equilibrium’ to describe the alternation of short
bursts of rapid change and longer periods of relative stasis.17 Applying this
model to the history of English literature between 1350 and 1850 has the un-
fortunate effect of endorsing the old charge, so irritating to medievalists, that
medieval literature is ‘static’. But it does have the virtue of reminding students
of English literature that what we — rightly — revere as ‘The Renaissance’ is
really only the first phase in the relatively ‘static’ and generically conservative
epoch that another of our contributors, Emrys Jones, in The Origins of Shakespeare
(1977), calls ‘the classical, or neo-classical, phase of our literature, which lasted
nearly three hundred years’.18 From the point of view of evolutionary generics,
this seems an unexceptional view. We have in recent decades learnt a good deal
about the revolutionary literary culture of the middle decades of the seventeenth
mike pincombe 7
14 Simpson, Reform, pp. 559–60.
15 Franco Moretti, ‘On Literary Evolution’, in his Signs Taken for Wonders: Essays in the Sociology of Literary Forms
(London: Verso, 1997), pp. 262–78 (p. 267).
16 Simpson, Reform, p. 2.
17 Moretti, ‘Literary Evolution’, p. 268.
18 Emrys Jones, The Origins of Shakespeare (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977), p. 9.
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century, but all the major genres survive intact, unlike the catastrophic epochal
shift of a hundred years before.19
I suggest we could redefine, or define more closely, our idea of the period
encompassed by Tudor literature in the light of this idea of uneven literary
development. It seems to me, at least, that there are really two Tudor periods.
One is the ‘long Tudor period’, which is the one that follows the dynastic
fortunes of the house of Tudor, and will long continue to be a favourite with
publishers and their ‘general reader’, I suspect, whatever professional academ-
ics may determine. Let us keep it, then, but also be aware that there is also a
decisively important ‘mid-Tudor period’ that occupies the half-century between
the two years of (roughly) 1530 and 1580. Such a notion is not, of course, without
its problems, especially in relation to the earlier literature, which may now be
seen as somehow ‘preliminary’ to this central canon. Scholars working in the
area have long been uncomfortable with the phrase which my scheme inevitably
endorses — ‘early Tudor literature’ — for that very reason. In the introduction
to his edited collection of ‘essays on early Tudor texts and contexts’, Rethinking
the Henrician Era (1994), Peter C. Herman argues that the term ‘early Tudor’
should be replaced by ‘Henrician’, since the former phrase perpetuates the
‘negative bias’ against this canon of ‘pre-Elizabethan literature’.20 But if
Simpson’s generocidal argument is accepted, then we may have to accept not
only that the 1530 watershed marks an epochal break between late medievalist
early Tudorists and early modern mid-Tudorists, but also a profound breach in
the new ‘Henrician era’ itself, one that divides it into a pre- and post-revolution-
ary phase, as recently explored by Greg Walker in his study of ‘English litera-
ture and the Henrician reformation’, Writing under Tyranny (2005). As I hinted
above, it may be that pre-1530 literature really does belong to a different period
— and the absence of any essays devoted to this literature in the present volume
might be held to confirm this continental divide between the medieval and the
modern.
The later end of the ‘long Tudor period’ presents fewer problems and more
opportunities, however. The powerful magnetic field of the seventeenth-century
Renaissance has tended to distort the history of late Tudor literature, so that
those elements in it which seem to point forward to the greater glories that come
later are given undue prominence. The perspective that views the last quarter
8 Introduction: New Lamps for Old?
19 Naturally, one awaits with eager curiosity the conclusions of the authors of later and as yet unpublished
volumes of the new OEHL. The chronology of the series seems to acknowledge two shortish periods of terror,
as evinced by the potential agon between volumes 2 and 3, and that between volumes 4 and 5. Simpson shares
the years between 1533 and 1547 with Colin Burrow’s The Elizabethans (1533–1603); similarly, the years between
1645 and 1660 are shared by Katharine Eisamen Maus’s Literary Cultures of the Early Seventeenth Century
(1603–1660) and Margaret Ezell’s The Later Seventeenth Century (1645–1714). But will these two fifteen-year periods
of generic terror match up to each other? We must wait and see.
20 Peter C. Herman, ‘Introduction’, Rethinking the Henrician Era: Essays on Early Tudor Texts and Contexts, ed. by
Herman (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994), pp. 1–15 (p. 1).
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of a century of Tudor literature as the very final phase in ‘the waning of the
Middle Ages’ allows us to concentrate instead on the continuities between the
early and late Elizabethans — Thomas Churchyard as opposed to Philip Sidney.
The great stars in this firmament have always been known to shine with a light
that owes some of its lustre to a pre-Renaissance past. For example, Jones writes
a chapter on Shakespeare as ‘A Tudor Genius’; Spenser’s poetry can be regarded
as neo-medieval, post-medieval, or just plain late medieval; there is something
intuitively (and not just alliteratively) satisfying about the phrase ‘from Mankind
to Marlowe’.21 But the lesser lights may twinkle more attractively against a late
Tudor background too.
Of the four late Tudor contributions to this volume, three deal with the indis-
putably canonical figures of Shakespeare and Marlowe — the only major
sixteenth-century authors whose critical stock, assessed at the yearly rate of
books and essays devoted to them according to the MLA, continued to rise in
the doldrums of the 1980s and early 1990s.22 But Anne Lake Prescott’s essay on
‘Mary Sidney’s Antonius and the Ambiguities of French History’ serves its subject
well by placing this relatively ‘minor’ author and play in the context of a constel-
lation of ‘minimal’ writers and texts such as R. W.’s Martin Mar-Sixtus (1591), the
anonymous Letter Written by a Catholic Gentleman (1590), or Gervase Markham’s
Devereux (1597). Some readers will no doubt take offence at the use of the terms
‘major’, ‘minor’, and ‘minimal’ — and not only the partisans of Gervase
Markham. Many find the very concept of the canon politically unacceptable;
but to challenge the canon, we must do so on its own terms, with the view not
of abolishing the canon altogether — vain hope! — but of altering it to a better
purpose. As Simpson might put it: reform rather than revolution.
Colin Burrow’s essay on ‘Reading Tudor Writing Politically: The Case of 2
Henry IV’ provides an interesting point of comparison with Prescott’s chapter.
The author of this play — we do not need to be told — is the stupendously
hypercanonical figure of William Shakespeare (about whom twice as much has
been published in the past fifty years than on sixteenth-century English litera-
ture en masse).23 But Burrow’s emphasis on ‘networks and affinities, juridical
structures, and projects’ (p. 235) in late Tudor England seems to allow
Shakespeare somehow to ‘slip through the net’ of this reticulation of political
relations. The Gloucestershire scenes from 2 Henry IV are analysed with
mike pincombe 9
21 Jones, Origins, pp. 1–30; Helen Cooper, ‘Edmund Spenser and the Passing of Tudor Literature’, in The
Oxford Handbook of Tudor Literature, 1485–1603, ed. by Cathy Shrank and Mike Pincombe (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, forthcoming); David Bevington, From ‘Mankind’ to Marlowe: Growth of Structure in the Popular
Drama of Tudor England (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1962).
22 See Table 1 in Pincombe, ‘Lost Horizons’, p. 175. Shakespeare is not mentioned here, but his fortunes are
even more secure than Marlowe’s.
23 A search of the MLA database for the years 1957–2007 produces 15,220 hits for ‘english literature’ AND
‘1500–1599’ NOT ‘shakespeare’; whereas ‘shakespeare’ yields 32,914. This is a crude way to estimate produc-
tion, but the order of magnitude cannot be far wrong.
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exemplary attention to contemporary historical detail, such as the price of
bullocks in Lincolnshire; but the general movement of the essay seeks to estab-
lish Shakespeare as an author who was able to write ‘in a mode attuned with
incredible precision to sensing awkward and potentially unsettling interactions
between different projects and affinities within the Tudor commonwealth’
(p. 250). We feel that Shakespeare has somehow been dissolved by immersion in
his social and political context. Indeed, Shakespeare may have become so great
a luminary that he no longer shines with a clearly definable beam, but rather
suffuses the entire early modern literary scene as a sort of system of significa-
tion in his own right — a discourse.
The dissolution of the author is also a feature of Lisa Hopkins’s essay on
‘Christopher Marlowe and the Succession to the English Crown’. This is a veri-
table tour de force of what the Elizabethans called ‘application’: the detection
of secret allusions to living persons and topical events under the cover of fiction.
Hopkins teases out many passages from the plays that suggest an interest in the
Elizabethan succession, either directly or by means of reference to other texts,
most tantalizingly to some verses written on the back of Lucas de Heere’s
painting The Allegory of the Tudor Succession (p. 184). But Marlowe himself is rather
lost in the intertextual web. Burrows wants to locate Shakespeare as a citizen —
who also happens to be a writer — in the context of the commonwealth in which
he may be thus identified; yet the closer you look for this citizen-writer, namely,
Shakespeare, the harder it seems to be to find him. Similarly, Hopkins focuses
on ‘Christopher Marlowe’ as a writer who might be interested in the succession
question, yet the closer she looks at his plays, the more Marlowe seems to recede
from view.
On the other hand, Emrys Jones never loses sight of Marlowe as an author
in his chapter called ‘“A World of Ground”: Terrestrial Space in Marlowe’s
Tamburlaine Plays’. Here we have a sense of a writer poring over Ortelius’s map
with a copy of Ariosto’s Orlando furioso to hand as he composes his extraordinary
epic tragedies. Jones argues that Marlowe’s imagination was captured by the
same fascination with vastness that emerged in sixteenth-century Europe gener-
ally, especially as manifested in the gigantic battle scenes of painters such as
Albrecht Altdorfer, where thousands of soldiers might be depicted fighting on
every square inch of a vast plain set in an apocalyptic landscape. He comments:
‘The spatial extent is astonishing, but also astonishing is the depiction of so many
minute human forms meticulously rendered’ (p. 181). Altdorfer’s ability to
maintain a dual focus on the vast collective whole and the tiny human part is
remarkable; but it seems to be very hard to work the lens in the same way when
dealing with the individual author and the social organism in which he or she
operates in late Tudor drama. Is this a problem that is particularly intractable
with canonical titans such as Marlowe and Shakespeare? Reading writing
10 Introduction: New Lamps for Old?
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politically may produce more incisive results when it is applied to minor figures,
such as Mary Sidney and Gervase Markham, than with these almost incompre-
hensibly vast figures. And, as I have suggested, it may be that we can throw light
on the complex political relations between individual and society by regarding
the last two decades of the sixteenth century as a sort of Jacobethan twilight of
the Tudor Age.24
The rest of the essays making up this volume all deal with mid-Tudor liter-
ature, and it will be interesting to use their contents as an approach to the next
challenge facing Tudorists, now that the term ‘Tudor literature’ has at last got
its feet beneath the literary periodic table. If the gap between 1530 and 1580 on
the Type A Renaissance course is to be filled, we will need a canon of texts to
fill it. What will they be? If this volume is indicative, then there will be less poetry
than might be expected, given the riches contained in standard volumes such as
Emrys Jones’s New Oxford Book of Sixteenth-Century Verse (1991); and my own
research into the fortunes of sixteenth-century authors over the past three
decades suggested that, although the rising stars tended to be pre-1580 authors,
poetry was losing out to religious controversy and national historiography.25 But
what do we have here?
As we might expect, the drama makes a very strong showing. Jane Griffiths’s
essay on ‘Counterfet Countenaunce: (Mis)representation and the Challenge to
Allegory in Sixteenth-Century Morality Plays’ features extended discussion,
amidst more general comment, on John Skelton’s Magnificence (c. 1519), Lusty
Juventus (1540), John Redford’s Wit and Science (c. 1540), and Nicholas Udall’s
Respublica (1553). Nicoletta Caputo writes on ‘The Defence of Religious Ortho-
doxy in John Heywood’s The Pardoner and the Frere’ (the play was in print by 1533).
Here we have a good selection of more or less ‘comic’ interludes; and the still
somewhat neglected area of 1560s tragedy is explored in two later essays: Allyna
Ward’s ‘“Whosoever Resisteth Shall get to Themselfes Dampnacioun’: Tyranny
and Resistance in Cambises and Horestes’, and Jane Kingsley-Smith’s ‘Gismond of
Salerne: An Elizabethan and Cupidean Tragedy’. Poetry is represented in the
volume by Cathy Shrank’s essay ‘Trollers and Dreamers: Defining the Citizen-
Subject in Sixteenth-Century Cheap Print’, which deals with two mid-Tudor
flytings: that between Thomas Smith and William Grey in 1540, and the series
of poems that followed on from the publication of Churchyard’s Davy Dyker’s
Dream in 1551. Prose fiction is covered by Paul Salzman in ‘Placing Tudor
Fiction’, which discusses in particular William Painter’s Palace of Pleasure (1566
and 1567), George Gascoigne’s ‘Adventures of Master F. J.’ (1573, rev. 1575),
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George Pettie’s A Petite Palace of Pettie his Pleasure (1576), and John Grange’s Golden
Aphroditis (1577). We could include under the aegis of prose fiction R. W. Maslen’s
essay on ‘The Healing Dialogues of Doctor Bullein’, which pays special atten-
tion to two of these medical works by William Bullein: Bullein’s Bulwark of Defence
(1562) and A Dialogue Against the Fever Pestilence (1564). And the ‘Book of Martyrs’,
discussed by Andrew Hiscock in his essay ‘“writers to solemnise and celebrate
. . . Actes and memory’: Foxe and the Business of Textual Memory’, is, as the
author argues, evidently literary if not exactly fictional.
In addition to these chapters dealing with more or less traditional literary
genres, we have two further essays on topics that stretch the usual generic bound-
aries: ‘Print, Patronage, and the Reception of Continental Reform: 1521–1603’,
by John N. King and Mark Rankin, and Fred Schurink’s ‘Print, Patronage, and
Occasion: Translations of Plutarch’s Moralia in Tudor England’. None of the
works under discussion here is likely to find its way into even the most gener-
ously imagined canon of texts for undergraduate study, unless in excerpts
illustrating literary conditions rather than literary composition. Indeed, most
literary translation — anything longer than a page or two — is likely to be repre-
sented in extract form, even if it is ‘Golding’s Ovid’. Foxe’s marginal literary
status is confirmed by the same test: Acts and Monuments will only find its way on
to the undergraduate syllabus in short excerpts because it is far too long to study
in its entirety. Or rather: it is insufficiently ‘literary’ to merit really extended study
at undergraduate level (or postgraduate level, I suspect). Moby-Dick is long too,
but it gets on the course because it is great literature in the traditional sense,
whereas Actes and Monuments is not.
I anticipate that some readers will be frustrated by my insistence on such an
old-fashioned quality as ‘literary merit’ (whatever that might be). But the new mid-
Tudor canon must have texts that students will find as interesting and exciting as
those they study in the more traditional later Renaissance canon; and they will
want to read whole works rather than parts. It is true that many courses will take
just a book or two of The Faerie Queene or Paradise Lost, but these are hypercanoni-
cal works and the rules are different. All the literary texts discussed by our contrib-
utors, with the exception of Bullein’s Bulwark, could be taught with profit and
pleasure to undergraduates, with the individual tales collected in Painter and
Pettie treated as works in their own right. We would need to add the great lyric
poets from Wyatt to Gascoigne, of course, and classics such as Gorboduc and Ralph
Roister Doister still pass muster. No doubt everyone has a favourite they would also
wish to promote: William Baldwin’s Beware the Cat, Barnaby Googe’s Ship of Safe-
guard, or Bernard Garter’s Two English Lovers. The possibilities are not exactly
endless, but there are more than enough texts here to create a new canon.
A declared interest in social and especially political context is another point
of contact between these mid-Tudor essays and the preoccupations of scholars
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who teach on the second half of the expanded Renaissance course that I am
trying to imagine in this essay. As with the late Tudor essays, there is a seemingly
natural emphasis on the drama. Political analysis dominates the discussions of
early Elizabethan tragedy by Ward and Kingsley-Smith, although the treatment
is very different. Kingsley-Smith tends more towards ‘application’ in her reading
of Gismond as a succession play (she produces some interesting new information
that might argue for Gismond as an allusion to Catherine Grey); whereas Ward
situates Cambyses and Horestes squarely in the context of an increasingly urgent
political debate about resistance and tyranny. Caputo’s essay on Heywood’s
Pardoner and the Frere weaves together both topical allusion to Henry VIII and
elements of politically motivated religious controversy.
The emphasis on print and patronage flagged up in the first words of the
titles both of Schurink’s chapter and that of King and Rankin is also to be found,
for example, in Shrank’s detailed analysis of the Cromwellian context of the
Grey–Smith flyting (p. 105), or Salzman’s discussion of the way Painter
‘packaged’ his Palace of Pleasure for the consumption of the earl of Warwick
(p. 138). But Salzman is more interested in the social dimension of the politically
unequal relationship between Painter and Warwick, and Shrank too notes how
both flytings to some extent move away from politics as they proceed towards
the display of a more obviously ‘literary’ game; the penultimate item in the
Grey–Smith exchange is styled An Artificial Apology Articularly Answering to the
Obstreperous Obgannings of One W. G. — and so on for a further fifty words of
rigmarole.26
The same turn to literature may also be observed in the rise of the luxury
large-format version of continental reform translations as opposed to cheaper
quartos and octavos in the late Tudor period. King and Rankin note that
Anthony Marten’s translation of Peter Martyr’s Commonplaces in 1583 was ‘the
crowning achievement in the dissemination of continental reform’ (p. 66).
But it was such a vast enterprise that it took four book-sellers to fund it — who
could afford such a glorious monster of a book? It can certainly have had little
effect on popular political and religious activity. Hiscock, too, wants to turn our
attention to aspects of Foxe’s book — ‘narrative strategies’ (p. 72) — which would
normally be regarded as ‘literary’. And in the essays by Maslen and Griffiths we
may feel that the political element has been almost fully subsumed under the
rubric of form. Maslen writes well on the way in which Bullein shapes socio-
political commentary according to literary models of comedy and tragedy; and
Griffiths, whilst noting that the concerns of the Tudor morality play are
‘frequently political ones’ (p. 17), concentrates on the way in which the genre
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started to question its own origins in allegory by undermining the metaphysic of
presence that supported it.
The general emphasis on political readings of both mid- and late Tudor texts
is probably useful in the short and medium term, although it would be unfortu-
nate if it established too powerful a hegemony over other types of analysis in
the long term. However, British undergraduates (though not those of other
countries, I suspect) are very familiar with the Tudor monarchs from school and
from the apparently obsessive interest in these figures shown by television and
cinema. This in itself would almost justify the use of the term ‘Tudor literature’
as a brand. But it might also be argued that the political and especially the far-
reaching religious cataclysms of the middle decades of the sixteenth century
‘politicized’ the entire literary system. Simpson’s idea of generocide has already
been noted, and I should like to conclude these ruminations by drawing on our
contributors for support of my contention that the 1580 watershed should also
be treated as an end of one era quite as much as the beginning of another —
again, with a view to politics.
Only one of the essays has dates in its title: King and Rankin’s study of the
reception of continental reform ‘1521–1603’. In fact, they really only go as far as
1583, judging Marten’s translation of Martyr’s Commonplaces ‘as an appropriate
point to conclude this study in publication history’ (p. 66). A glance at Figure 2
in their article will show that the kind of text they are interested in all but
disappears in the final decades of the century, especially when viewed as a
percentage of the total number of works printed. Do we have here a case of
‘genre-death’? Schurink’s survey of Plutarch translations also concludes before
the watershed, with Edward Grant’s Precedent for Parents (1571). There were later
translations of essays from the Moralia, notably Philemon Holland’s englishing
of the entire corpus in 1603; but despite the attractions of that dynastic year,
Schurink’s instincts seem to tell him to concentrate on a set of mid-Tudor
examples produced between 1528 and 1571. Salzman’s survey shows how the
vogue for collections of tales ends in the 1580s, when Robert Greene began to
‘[dominate] the genre of prose fiction’ (p. 148). And although Griffiths takes
her main study of the morality play up to the 1550s only, we might note that the
play flourished until the late 1570s, when it seems abruptly to disappear —
possibly as a result of the emerging commercial drama written to feed the new
playhouses, such as The Theatre, erected in 1576. Indeed, it may be that it was
The Theatre that above all stimulated greater production across the genres, and
not just the dramatic ones, as writing became more profitable and more fash-
ionable than it had ever been before. That would certainly be one reason for the
1580 watershed — but that is another story.
Let me end by posing a slightly different version of the question I raised ten
years ago at the first Tudor Symposium conference: What is the Tudorness of
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Mid-Tudor Literature? The evidence of the present collection suggests that
scholars working on the literature of the middle decades of the sixteenth century
intuitively comprehend it as a sort of unity. Let us turn to the essay contributed
by the editor of this volume of the Yearbook of English Studies for a hint as to where
this unity may lie. Hiscock concludes his chapter on Foxe with a quotation from
the 1570 edition of Actes and Monuments, in which he detects ‘nostalgia [. . .] for
a more radical period of spiritual witness’ (p. 72). Hiscock notes the rise of more
oppressive censorship from the late 1570s (another watershed marker); and he
argues that nostalgia for what Maslen calls ‘the heady reforming days of Edward
VI’ (p. 122) could be quietly subversive under Elizabeth. Could we propose
that the literature of High Tudor England is marked, in fact, by competing
nostalgias? For the great days of the gospellers, yes; but also for the vanished
and vanishing worlds of pre-Reformation England. Literary history tends to
be written with a sense of forward movement, with a necessary emphasis on
the new; but we could write the history of English literature in the mid-Tudor
period in terms of the sort of largely unheroic resistance to change — a more
or less principled inertia. That may not sound very exciting, especially since
I have argued above that mid-Tudor literature could be ‘sold’ (as it were) as
a ‘short period of terror’. But it would help to counter the triumphalist
rhetoric of ‘The Renaissance’, and it would also direct our attention to all
those ‘minor’ authors who seem — even in mid-Tudor terms — old-fashioned
and provincial, but who actually represent the somewhat sluggish mainstream
of literary history, rather than its interestingly turbulent but not always edifying
eddies.
And it would help us to hear the voice of Roger as well as that of Civis in
Bullein’s Dialogue of the Fever Pestilence. Civis is represented as a prosperous,
educated, good-humoured, and right-minded Protestant — a progressive, no
doubt. Is he also the first ‘character’ in an English dialogue to be specified (albeit
in Latin) as a ‘citizen’? One of Burrow’s favoured ‘bold articulate citizens’
(p. 234), or, for that matter, one of Shrank’s ‘citizen-subjects’? But his servant
Roger is harder to pin down. Maslen may be right to see him as a purveyor of
‘anti-Catholic tales’ (p. 134), but when he and Civis are confronted with the
tremendous thunderstorm that heralds the appearance of Death, it is Roger who
sees the dark horseman in the clouds, seconds after he has recalled an earlier
storm that he was caught in as a boy, ‘betwen Godmichester and Gogmanshill,
a little from Cambrige’.27 He remembers how the church was torn down, how
the friars wept, and how geese and lambs were killed: ‘The yere after was the
tumbleyng doune of Abbaies, and the reformacion for the Churche matters’.
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Whatever tales he may tell his Protestant master, at the moment of truth, Roger
reveals an unregenerate suspicion of the Henrician reformation as an act of
terror — terrorism? — with apocalyptic resonances. His response is ready: ‘for
the precious passion of Christ, let vs run awaie with spede. I doe se a fearfull
thyng in ye cloudes appering’. Civis dies with heroic fortitude amidst speeches
of comfort and exhortation by Theologus; Roger slips away to live again in
obscurity — where we have yet still to find him.
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